Abstract-In this paper, we describe an algorithm for speeding up object recognition by reducing the amount of pixels taken into account when processing images. We show that some statistically stable regions can be found on an image. Taking just one pixel from each region preserves the most of information of the image. We employ linear dependency between pixel intensity values to organize neighbouring pixels in groups. Bayesian classification was chosen to prove suitability. We present the results that show computation speed increase without significant performance losses.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this work we construct a model that consist of several layers: two-pixel distribution matrices, coefficients of determination and sets of regions(covers). These layers are described in later sections of this paper.
The idea of using correlations of adjacent pixels was used in several works on image encryption to prove goodness of encryption [1] , [2] , [3] . Authors note a substantial linear dependence between adjacent pixels on plain-image and show considerable dependence decrease on cipher-images.
Another application of correlation of adjacent pixels is image registration [4] . Authors use a feature vector containing correlation information to determine the best matches between search area and windows.
Correlation of adjacent pixels was used for restoration and denoising in a recent paper [5] . Authors show a connection between correlation and noise level, mention empirical, simplified version of θ-regions approach described further in the article.
Other authors in [6] look on adjacent pixels dependence, introduce dissimilarity between pixels and use it for segmentation. This approach looks similar to ours in terms of dividing image into regions, but the basic idea is different: our regions are statistically conditioned, tend to have smaller intensity variations over large set of samples, and segmentation regions tend to connect pixels based only on their intensities. Adjacent pixel intensity difference was successfully applied to a face recognition task in [7] .
Statistical dependence between parts of a scene, or "context learning", is getting more attention with recent works as well.
The subject of this paper goes beyond and extends correlation-based approaches in terms of combining information from many pixels together rather then treating every pair of pixels separately.
Proposed method is applied mainly to detect a single view of an object, with limited rotation, scaling and translation.
These constrains allow us to make an assumption that there are certain stable regions in an image, introduced later in the paper.
II. PIXEL DEPENDENCY MODEL
In this section we introduce a Pixel dependency model and present its useful properties.
A. Building a model
We take a dataset of the same-sized N grayscale images I i , i ∈ [1, N ]. The first step is to compute two-pixel distribution matrices
(1) where p k is a point on an image; I i (p k ) is the intensity value of pixel p k of i-th image; x, y ∈ [0, 255] for grayscale images. Element e = T P D p1,p2 (x 1 , y 1 ) is a number of observations of pixel p 1 taking value x 1 on the same image with pixel p 2 taking value y 1 through all images in a dataset and there are different tables for different pairs of pixels p 1 , p 2 . As a result we have distribution tables for pairs of pixels over all images. An example of one such distribution table is illustrated on It's clear to see that the distribution table of one pixel with itself, TPD p1,p1 , has all points laying on one line, see Fig. 2 , and presents that pixel intensity probability distribution function (PDF), see Fig. 3 . In order to find the dependencies between pixel intensities we compute correlation matrices. We follow the approach described at [8] . For each distribution matrix we compute the least squares estimation of linear regression
That gives us a best fit line for each matrix. We use it as predicted values to compute goodness of fit, which in its turn shows how closely two pixels are related. We compute the total sum of squared deviations in data Y from its mean y and corresponding sum of squared residuals (errors)
where y i is observed and f i is predicted value. Coefficients of determination are computed as
A higher value of R 2 indicates a stronger relationship between pixels, see For a pixel p 0 let's see into matrix
where point p i (x i , y i ) lays in some neighbourhood of p 0 (x 0 , y 0 ), |x 0 − x i | k and |y 0 − y i | k. The result of plotting CoD with k = 6 is shown at 
we have a set of points which intensity values are strongly dependent on the value of p 0 . We show that it is possible to use just one point, the center, from a region to preserve the information about the whole region. We call CoD θ p a θ-region with center p.
B. θ-regions competition
In other words, we start with an empty result set. At every iteration we add to the result set one region picked at random from a set of available regions (SuitableSet). Every iteration we start with an update on available regions: we consider only those regions that intersect with others in result set on less then l pixels. At the first iteration available regions set contains all regions from C and result set gets first region. At the second iteration available regions set contains only such regions that don't intersect with a one from result set on more then l pixels and so on. We stop when it is not possible to add any more regions, when all not picked regions do intersect with result set regions on more then l pixels. The outcome of Algorithm 1 is a set of θ-regions, subcover, S ⊆ C. According to approximate theoretical best coverage we perform a certain big amount N a of iterations with Algorithm 1 and get a set of subcovers {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S Na }. let S denote a number of points covered by S, then the best subcover S b is
One example of achieved subcover is presented on Fig. 6 . Pixels marked red on the picture are regions centers. These pixels are to be used in classification, as knowing intensity of region center we can predict intensities of other pixels in a region. By decreasing the amount of pixels taken into account in classification we achieve great performance increase. 
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In our experimental set up we use BioID face database containing about 1500 face images. Each one shows the frontal view of a face of one out of 23 different test persons with different expression, wearing or not wearing glasses. As a pattern to recognize we select the inner eye corner. Here we provide the results of two experiments: one uses image patches as they are in the database and for the other we use normalized images, which means that all eyes have been made the same size before selecting eye corners. Both object datasets have the same parameters: 1500 eye corner images, 20 by 20 pixels, split into training and testing sets, 1000 and 500 images respectively; background images of the same size and amount cut from random places from full images. We used a workstation with Intel Core i7-930 CPU with 16 GB of memory for computations.
We use simple Bayesian classifier [9] to classify object (C o ) and background (C b )
where X is a sample to classify, n is amount of pixels in sample, x t are pixel intensity values. For every pixel x t in a sample, there is a probability distribution function PDF (see equation 2). Conditional probabilities p(x t |C i ) are a values of corresponding PDFs computed on object training set for C o and background training set for C b . In other words, object's and background's probabilities were estimated by counting the frequencies of intensity values on eye corner patches and background images respectively. An important point is to normalize intensities on each image taking into account only those pixels we are going to use.
We do classification using all pixels and using only regions' from S b centers. The results of experiments for classification using all pixels are presented in Table I and Table II . Classification results using regions' centers are presented in form of a plot, where true positive and true negative detections are plotted against the threshold θ, see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 for results on real and normalized images respectively. Straight lines on the plots show results with all pixels. Time taken by classification using all pixels is about 160ms. Computation time is linear relatively to used pixels, or regions, as shown at Fig. 9 .
A relation between the number of regions and threshold θ differs for real and normalized images, see Fig. 10 . It means that regions on normalized images are bigger because dependency is stronger, correlation is stronger and there is less distortion in data. Fig. 11 plot presents a relation between computing time and detection rate. It shows high detection rate even for low time. In the presented work we have shown that proposed method can be applied to boost processing speed without significant performance losses. Practically the best result on real images is achieved with threshold θ = 0.8: it gives only 4% less true positives with approximately the same amount of true negatives compared with all-pixels set up and is 14 times faster. Our approach is stable on low threshold values and gives satisfactory results. This concept is fast and robust though we literally destroy the image by drastically reducing amount of pixels taken into account. We have shown the way to find strong relations in the image. This method can be used with more complex systems, is not restricted to neither classification nor Bayesian inference, and later research is needed to discover other choices of using Coefficients of determination. 
